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IBN Technologies is a leading third-party AP / AR

automation solution provider and outsourced

finance and accounting services partner for US

businesses.

MIAMI, FL, US, May 29, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/

-- Automation of accounts receivable (AR) and

accounts payable (AP) processes aim at freeing

the time of human resources doing mundane

and manual accounting, data entry related tasks.

In addition to automating these AP / AR steps,

the benefits of higher efficiency due to less

errors along with enabling resources to focus on more important accounting work are huge

positives for any small business.

We pride ourselves in

partnering with USA small

businesses to help them

save up to 50% on their

operational costs when it

comes to finance and

accounting functions.

Outsource Offshore and

save BIG!”

Ajay Mehta, CEO and Founder,

IBN Technologies

Although many business owners are unaware of how AP /

AR automation might benefit their organization, these

services help in expanding their business. A lot of decision

makers all too frequently believe that overall finance and

accounting can only help in conventional ways, such as

with bookkeeping, record keeping, as well as payroll

processes. Even though those are very important tasks

that must be completed precisely, this way of thinking

restricts the actual range of what outsourced accounting

and financial services may offer. A critical component of

expanding any business is using technology in processes

that free up time, resources and assist businesses in

thinking strategically and connecting their plan to KPIs.

This is where AP/AR automation is required.

Outsource your AP / AR Automation to IBN Technologies 

IBN Technologies is an established provider of outsourced bookkeeping, finance and accounting

services via a team of highly competent and devoted offshore bookkeepers. With an aim to help
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Bookkeeping Near Me in the USA vs Outsource

Offshore

Treasury Management Services by IBN Technologies

LLC

their clients increase their core

business capacity, IBN Technologies

acts as a third-party AP/AR automation

specialist as well as offers significant

cost reductions to US businesses on

operational costs via its bookkeeping,

accounts payable and accounts

receivables, finance and accounting

services. And all these adds to client

benefits of not worrying about the

talent crisis afflicting the accounting

sector.

"Businesses today are aware that

finance and accounting services

require unique and specialized

expertise. Not all businesses have the

scope of having a proprietary software,

an in-house bookkeeper or accountant

/ financial expert" says Ajay Mehta,

CEO and Founder of IBN Technologies.

"That's why business owners should

look to outsource these key functions

to a leading-edge firm that offers

focused, accurate and value-added

services that are forward looking for a

business."

Automation helps save man-hours,

accounting errors and improve

efficiency of financial processes in a

business. Additionally, businesses can

easily and quickly track expenditures,

have optimal management of

expenses, have clear cash visibility and

forecasting, streamline overall finance management, and have a timely month end closing, when

they work with AP / AR automation service providers like IBN Technologies. 

A benefit of good accounting procedures is that they maintain a business in legal compliance. It

is easy for owners / founders to break a lot of rules, such as not paying the correct amount of

taxes, without competent accounting. Poor AP / AR can also result in ignorance of several small

aspects that together maintain a business on the straight and narrow, such as making required

changes to meet cash flow requirements. Having bad financial records can also cause a lot of
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unneeded problems if a business is ever under legal investigation, which happens to many firms,

eventually.

The team of IBN finance and accounting department come with numerous years of US

bookkeeping experience, AP / AR processes, and a strong, certified competence. IBN offers

expertise in multiple accounting software via our offshore bookkeeping team that works across

industries and segments. Free up internal staff to concentrate on strategic business activities by

automating your AP / AR processes or save up to 50% on cost of US bookkeeping services by

partnering with IBN Tech for finance and accounting services. With IBN Tech, clients get:

•  A US Based Company with Global Delivery Center in India

•  More than 24 years of rich experience in Finance and Accounting giving you the best service

that there is.

•  ISO 9001:2015 & ISO 27001:2013, CERT and CMMI-5 surety of utmost data security, quality,

compliance, and optimization of work.

•  A proven work record of serving more than 150 clients in the US.

•  Cost-saving opportunities for businesses of up to 50%.

•  A team having work expertise in multiple accounting software and tools such as Quickbooks,

Xero, Sage, Microsoft Dynamics, NetSuite, Oracle, SAP etc.

•  Expertise of a Virtual CFO for any business. 

•  And Much More!

Contact Finance and Accounting Department of IBN Technologies to learn more.

About IBN Tech

IBN Technologies Limited is an outsourcing specialist company with clients in the United States,

the United Kingdom, the Middle East, and India. The quality of IBN Tech procedures is

guaranteed by ISO 9001:2015, 27001:2013 as well as a CMMI-5 certification. In its more than 22

years of existence, IBN has become a leading IT, KPO and BPO outsourcing specialized company

in various industries including Finance & Accounting, CPAs, Hedge Fund & Other Alternative

Investment business, Banking, Travel, Human Resource, Retail and more.

Contact Details:

Pradip Gore

sales@ibntech.com 

+1 – 844 – 644 – 8440 

https://www.ibntech.com/finance-and-accounting-services/


USA:

IBN TECHNOLOGIES LLC

66 West Flagler Street Suite 900 Miami, FL 33130

India: Global Delivery Center

IBN Technologies Limited

42, Electronic Co-Operative

Estate Limited Satara Road, Parvati, Pune, Maharashtra 411009

Pradip Gore

IBN Technologies

+1 844-644-8440

sales@ibntech.com
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